Had a nice colour scheme going, then added purple? WHY not use red, black, white or gray 3 out of 4

Great colour use, green, black gray, even in images! 4 out of 4

In this example, the colours work even though there are lots of colours, still basically green blue and red. 3 out of 4

Great colour STRONG colour scheme, BUT text bleeds off the edges 😞 4out of 4 for colours but 0 of 2 for bleeding off the edge
Good colours, the rainbow works because of the colours of the bubbles in the background. 4 out of 4

don’t love this one, did use the same colours, but the popcorn is a different shade of red and the usc building doesn’t go?), Not bad, cause there is some thought though (line and hands yellow, purple for the rest) 2 out 4

don’t like this at all, phone is blues and pinks, line is red white and blue, some text is purple, some is black, why is the crown yellow? 1 out of 4

Nothing seems to have a purpose, NO COLOUR SCHEME? 1 out of 4
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Good example of where the pixelation is poor (around the tombstone shape and in the kelloggs word)

ROC-A-FELLA RECORDS PRESENTS

Good example of use of repetition and alignment and nice colours